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Abstract

Solidworks

This research project targets to design a wearable device to
measure and monitor health parameters of users remotely on
their smartphone. The device designed and built incorporates
sensors to collect and process the data employing an Arduino
Nano model microcontroller. The data collected includes heart
rate, blood oxygen level, temperature, and skin impedance. An
application written for an Android smart phone communicates
with the device via Bluetooth and stores, processes and displays
all on the smart phone. A 3-D case was printed to house the
batteries and sensors.
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Arduino Code
The Arduino first connects to bluetooth then turns on its own onboard
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sensors (temperature, pressure, proximity, humidity). The code then stays in

Application

its main loop as long as it is still connected to Bluetooth. It loops through
two methods, readValues and readHR. In readHR, it averages the incoming
analog data 8000 times then assigned the new heart rate value. In the
MIT App Inventor was used because of how simple
it was to use and integrate. The figure below
shows a few blocks of code, which did not require
learning a new programming language. Within this
code the buttons and graph could be programmed,
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along with the ability to look for new data coming
from the Arduino in the wearable device.

readHR method, it reads all other sensor values and then returns to the main
code.

